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COVID Vaccines and Neurodegenerative Disease

Ivermectin, more evidence - Dr. John Campbell

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While ivermectin has been widely vili<ed as either useless, dangerous or both, studies have

repeatedly demonstrated its usefulness against COVID-19. Most recently, a study  published in the

March 2022 issue of the International Journal of Infectious Diseases again found that treatment

with ivermectin reduced mortality in COVID-19 patients — and to a greater degree than remdesivir.

In the video above, nursing educator John Campbell, Ph.D., reviews the <ndings of this paper.

Importantly, the researchers compared the use of ivermectin against the use of remdesivir, which is

one of the few drugs recommended for use against COVID in the U.S.

To compare outcomes between the two treatments, they analyzed data from a network of 44 health

care organizations with 68 million patients. Patients aged 18 and over with a recorded COVID-19

infection between January 1, 2020, and July 11, 2021, were included in the analysis. Patients who

received only remdesivir but not ivermectin were compared against those who received ivermectin

but not remdesivir.

After controlling for a variety of confounding factors, including but not limited to comorbidities,

other treatments that might affect COVID-19 survival, age, gender, ethnicity, nicotine use, diabetes,

obesity and ventilator use, they concluded that treatment with ivermectin reduced mortality to a

greater degree than remdesivir.

As noted by Campbell, remdesivir is an extremely expensive drug, costing between $2,340 and

$3,120 depending on your insurance.  Ivermectin, meanwhile, costs between $48  and $95  for 20

pills depending on your location. The average cost is said to be about $58 per treatment.

Ivermectin Outperforms Other Drug Options

Another recent investigation by Cornell University, posted on the University’s preprint server

January 20, 2022, found ivermectin outperformed no less than 10 other drugs. Here, the

researchers used a computational analysis to look at the Omicron variant, which has demonstrated

a lower clinical presentation and lower hospital admission rates.

After having retrieved the complete genome sequence and collecting 30 variants from the

database, the researchers analyzed 10 drugs against the virus, including ivermectin, nirmatrelvir,

ritonavir, lopinavir and boceprevir. While all of the 10 drugs had some degree of effectiveness

against the virus, ivermectin was the most effective against the Omicron variant.

Of special note here is the inclusion of nirmatrelvir (Paxlovid), a new protease inhibitor that was

granted emergency use authorization against COVID in December 2021.  This drug, created by

P<zer, has cost U.S. taxpayers $5.29 billion — $529 per course of treatment,  not quite as expensive

as remdesivir, but still nearly 10 times more costly than ivermectin, which is also more effective.

Aside from a\rming the bene<t of ivermectin, these studies also reveal the government’s

incredible wastefulness. Billions upon billions of taxpayer dollars have been wasted on novel drugs

with poor effectiveness, while dirt-cheap drugs have been ignored, suppressed and outright

criminalized.

How Ivermectin Works

While ivermectin is best known as an antiparasitic,  it also has antiviral and anti-in^ammatory

properties. Studies have shown it helps to lower the viral load by inhibiting replication.  A single

dose of ivermectin can kill 99.8% of the virus within 48 hours.  It also impairs the spike protein’s

ability to attach to the ACE2 receptor on human cell membranes,  which helps prevent infection of

the cell.

A meta-analysis in the American Journal of Therapeutics  showed the drug reduced infection by an

average of 86% when used preventively.

An observational study  in Bangladesh evaluated the effectiveness of ivermectin as a prophylaxis

for COVID-19 in health care workers. Only four of the 58 volunteers who took 12 mg of ivermectin

once a month for four months developed mild COVID symptoms, compared to 44 of the 60 health

care workers who declined the medication.

Ivermectin has also been shown to speed recovery, in part by inhibiting in^ammation and protecting

against organ damage.  This pathway also lowers the risk of hospitalization and death. Meta

analyses have shown an average reduction in mortality that ranges from 75%  to 83%.

The drug also prevents transmission of SARS-CoV-2 when taken before or after exposure,  and

helps prevent blood clots if you’re infected by binding to SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.

This prevents the spike protein from binding to CD147 on red blood cells and triggering clumping.

(Please note, if you check this reference, you’ll <nd it’s retracted; however, journal editors point out

the retraction was due to questions on the methodology and conclusions, not on the mechanisms

of action of ivermectin.)

So, added together, all of these bene<ts suggest ivermectin could easily have ended this pandemic

within the <rst year, if not within months, had it been widely used.

Who’s Responsible for the Suppression of Ivermectin?

I don’t think any one person can be singled out as being responsible for the suppression of

ivermectin. Many drug industry players have undoubtedly played a large role in it, as have

regulators and government o\cials. The question is why?

One obvious answer is that if ivermectin were recognized as a valid treatment for COVID-19, the

emergency use authorization for the COVID jabs would disappear. Additionally, ivermectin is long

off-patent and nearly worthless in terms of its pro<t potential. Meanwhile, new patented drugs were

available, and there were enormous pro<ts to be made. But <rst, ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine

had to be eradicated.

Certain researchers also appear to have been enlisted to blackball these drugs. One of them is Dr.

Andrew Hill, an adviser to both the Clinton Foundation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.  As

explained in the video above, in October 2020, the World Health Organization asked Hill to do a

meta-analysis of dozens of ivermectin studies.

Hill had shared his excitement about the promising data with Dr. Paul Marik, Dr. Pierre Kory and Dr.

Tess Lawrie, all of whom have publicly advocated for the use of ivermectin in all stages of the

infection. Lawrie is a medical doctor, Ph.D., researcher and director of Evidence-Based Medicine

Consultancy Ltd.

She helped organize the British Ivermectin Recommendation Development (BIRD) panel  and the

International Ivermectin for COVID Conference,  which was held online, April 24, 2021. (All of the

lectures, which were recorded via Zoom, can be viewed on Bird-Group.org. )

Ironically, as a consultant to the World Health Organization and many other public health

organizations, her largest clients are the very ones who have been actively suppressing the use of

ivermectin.

According to Lawrie, in late 2020 she and Hill discussed working together to get ivermectin

approved for use against COVID as soon as possible, as the drug looked like “a cheap, safe and

effective way to end the pandemic.”

Hill’s Betrayal

That collaboration never happened. When a preprint of Hill’s analysis was posted, Lawrie was

shocked by what she read. Hill stated that ivermectin was “associated with reduced in^ammatory

markers,” “faster viral clearance,” “signi<cantly shortened duration of hospitalization,” and a 75%

reduction in mortality in those with moderate to severe infection.

All of those things were true then and are still true today. Yet Hill’s conclusion was that “ivermectin

should be validated in larger, appropriately controlled randomized trials before the results are

su\cient for review by regulatory authorities.” This was the complete opposite of what he’d shared

with Lawrie and the others.

In mid-January 2021, Lawrie emailed Hill, asking him to retract his review and reframe his

conclusions before publishing, as additional placebo-controlled RCTs “are de<nitely not needed.”

She added that his review “will do immeasurable harm.” Marik and Kory were also alarmed by Hill’s

misrepresentation, and they too asked him to correct his paper before publishing.

In the video above, Lawrie shows the written assessment of Hill’s paper by a forensic

communications expert, who concluded that there were “multiple instances of interference

(additional text added to the paper) from ... a ‘shadow author.’” These additional, but unnamed

authors, appear to have manipulated the paper to undermine the positive <ndings.

Who are they? Lawrie confronted Hill with that question during their January 2021 Zoom call. Hill

tried to shirk the question, but in the end, he admitted that Unitaid, the charity that sponsored the

analysis, had a say in the conclusions of his paper. Incidentally, Unitaid has received at least $150

million from The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

Hill’s paper was published with its negative conclusion intact, and subsequent efforts by Lawrie to

get her team’s meta-analyses published were rejected, as Hill’s analysis had declared that more

large-scale studies were still needed. According to Lawrie, they had all the evidence they needed in

January 2020. They knew ivermectin could lower mortality by 75% or more. Additional studies

weren’t needed.

Hill Urged to Come Clean

Hill, during that Zoom call, kept saying he was walking a <ne line but promised Lawrie that he would

not allow ivermectin to be ignored “for very long.” He predicted that by the end of February 2021,

there would be enough evidence to push for approval. That didn’t pan out either, in large part

because of the false conclusion presented in Hill’s paper.

“ That particular moment of history needed a man
in Hill’s position to speak the truth, and he chose
not to.”

Not only did his paper make it more di\cult for scientists to publish positive <ndings, it was also

used as justi<cation to restrict access to the drug across the world. There’s no telling how many

died as a result. His paper also paved the way for the emergency use authorization of novel mRNA

COVID shots, which could not be authorized were there known safe and effective treatments

available. So, clearly, Hill has blood on his hands for his participation in this suppression.

As noted by Kory, that particular moment of history needed a man in Hill’s position to speak the

truth, and he chose not to. Now, Lawrie is begging Hill to make up for his previous moral failure by

exposing the corruption of science; to come forward and explain how the evidence on ivermectin

was undermined, and to name the people who in^uenced his conclusion.

“We will forgive you, Andy,” Lawrie says, “but come forward.” In the video below, Lawrie provides

even more details about her conversations with Hill.

Has the ‘Shadow Author’ Been IdentiMed?

Producer/director Phil Harper now claims he may have identi<ed the “shadow author” who <ddled

with Hill’s conclusion.  The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) reports:

“‘The Digger’ on Substack (aka producer/director Phil Harper) has revealed the name of the

person who could have edited the paper’s conclusions — which led to the WHO’s non-

recommendation of the use of ivermectin. That decision could have led to the unnecessary

deaths of millions across the world ...

Harper studied the PDF of the paper, wanting to learn the identity of its ‘ghost’ author. ‘The

hope was that some artifact on the PDF would reveal something, maybe a font was

different, maybe there was a hidden comment, maybe some tracked changes had been

saved to the document,’ said Harper. ‘None of those lines of inquiry came to anything.’

Then it came to him. Was it in the PDF’s metadata? ‘Sometimes it's the most obvious of

things,’ Harper writes. ‘The ‘v1_stamped’ version of the paper did indeed have metadata.

It even had author information inside the metadata. Expecting to see Andrew Hill listed as

the author, instead, I saw a name I recognized. Andrew Owen. Unless someone used his

computer, Andrew Owen has his digital Vngerprint on the Andrew Hill paper.

As it turns out, Andrew Owen is a Professor of Pharmacology & Therapeutics and co-

Director of the Centre of Excellence in Long-acting Therapeutics (CELT) at the University of

Liverpool. He is also scientiVc advisor to the WHO’s COVID-19 Guideline Development

Group. Just days before Dr. Hill’s paper was to be published, a $40M grant from Unitaid, the

paper’s sponsor, was given to CELT — of which Owen is the project lead.

‘The $40 million contract was actually a commercial agreement between Unitaid, the

University of Liverpool and Tandem Nano Ltd (a start-up company that commercializes

‘Solid Lipid Nanoparticle’ delivery mechanisms) — for which Andrew Owen is a top

shareholder,’ says Harper.”

If it turns out that Unitaid had anything to do with the alteration of Hill’s conclusion about

ivermectin, then it has completely violated its mission and mandate, which is to “[<nd] innovative

solutions to prevent ... and treat diseases more quickly, cheaply and effectively.”

This is critical because, for COVID, ivermectin was one such solution. Front line doctors and

researchers knew it in 2020; Hill knew it; and therefore Unitaid knew it. Did they subvert the truth

and let people die? If so, for what? A commercial agreement for a novel lipid nanoparticle product?

Perhaps.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,807 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Ivermectin Decreases Mortality
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked
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jamNjim
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It's all smoke and mirrors (fake news) when it comes to Big Pharma. What ever they promote you should search/research and do the

opposite. Prior to April 2020 it was pretty easy to do just that. Today you get nothing but 10,000 "fact checks" when you do a search.

Even some of my bookmarks I saved back in early 2020 concerning mRNA gene therapeutics don't work now. When you click on them

you get something like "URL NOT FOUND". The censorship is enormous, but you can still <nd nibbles of info here and there on

NIH/PubMed.

One I like to reference is the one from 2005 that stated Chloriquine (AKA: Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ)) is a "potent inhibitor of SARS

coronavirus": pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318  When this was released, Fauci gave a press release stating HCQ was a MIRACLE

CURE for "coronavirus infections"! I had that saved. Prior to May 2020 you could actually pull that video up on YouTube. Here's the

deal, if it worked for Sars-Cov-1 (SARS) it will work for Sars-Cov-2 (Covid-19).

They both attach to Ace2 to enter the cells. Even better, HCQ can prevent the mRNA jabs from reprogramming your cells. This is why

the doctors tell their RA and Lupus patients, that take HCQ for their autoimmune disorders, to stop taking these drugs for like a month

before getting the jab. The day is coming when we will be forced to get these jabs. Just get you a prescription of HCQ and Ivermectin.

Take the minimum dose every day for 2 weeks prior to getting the jab and the jab will be NILL!
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mirandola
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This is important, please vote this one up and pass it around! Always double check medical facts, but this sounds really helpful,

thank you JamNJim! :-)
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Mirandola, not only does HCQ (and Ivermecin) work at eliminating the coronavirus infection, they quell the INFLAMMATION that

follows the infection! That alone is why either one or both of these drugs should be prescribed. My wife has <rst hand

knowledge of how HCQ quells (STOPS) the cytokine storm! She has several bottles of the liquid form of HCQ. She does

Rheumatoid Arthritis research. She uses genetically modi<ed mice for her experiments. She uses viral vectors (sort of like the

J&J covid jab) to get the mRNA into the cells being targeted.

When something goes wrong it is often SWELLING of the brain or lungs <lling with ^uid and HCQ is a life saver! Since mice are

very small and she gets HCQ at cost, it takes about 1 cent worth of HCQ to save a mouse's life. She gets her funding through the

NIH. She didn't pick HCQ as the drug of choice to quell the cytokine storm. IT IS STANDARD PROTOCOL! Fauci invented the

damn protocol he now claims doesn't work! The man has no conscience! There's no difference between him and PUTIN!
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JamNJim, I believe you! And I support your sentiment, returning it in kind! Just unconscienable! Thank you for stepping forward,

much appreciated! :-)
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JamNjim, there's More behind this concept. Recent microscope images of patient blood taken by doctors in different parts of

the world are showing heavy metals and what normally comes with these? Parasites and their eggs are clearly shown in some

images (not all). Injecting these along with the shots. So what is used to treat parasites in various parts of the world? Ivermectin

and HCQ. Leave me space and will attach at least 1 recent Jane Ruby show when I get more time. She has more than a few slide

images from different locations. Here's one from this week I found fassst: STEW PETERS & DR. JANE RUBY: PARASITIC WORM

EGGS FOUND IN COVID VACCINE VIALS - www.bitchute.com/.../jjvttCCyKcUN
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Thanks JamNjim and Mirandola for your postings. Ivermectin can be bought over the counter in many countries, like Belgium.

But to <ght the Fauci ^u, it is important also to take Zinc with it. If you cannot get HCQ or Ivermectin, take Quercetin instead, it

brings zinc into the cell, blocking the virus from using our DNA. So I think that JanNjim could be right saying it could prevent the

vaccine mRNA from using our DNA for multiplying. As this is not FDA approved, there are no guarantees, but it's surely worth a

try. Maybe DataDragon can inform us better. Quercetin is in the dr. Zelenko protocol.

www.trueprotocols.com/.../the-zelenko-protocol  Quercetin and zinc (and vit D) also quells the cytokine storm that causes

massive INFLAMMATION after infection with the Fauci Flu.

JanNjim you write: "There's no difference between FAUCI and PUTIN!" I think FAUCI is much worse than the criminal Putin, as

Fauci is responsible for millions more agonizing deaths than Putin. The USA has become a very strange dark nation. They

spend trillions of taxdollars to go after Osama bin Laden when he killed 3000 citizens in WTC, but Fauci seems to be protected

by deep state from any prosecution.
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This is the <rst time I've heard that you can take HCQ & Ivermectin to mitigate the jabs. Interesting.
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Putin just announced he plans to cleanse the Russian population by wiping out all (internal?) Russian dissenters to this war. Is

the ghost of Stalin walking the halls of the Kremlin, wish I were joking, its in mainstream news today...
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I had a list of drs. who could nad would prescribe Ivermectin and HCQ but lost track of it. Where can I get them? We are a group

stocking up on all necessary meds, vitamins just in case. Trying to get enough for all in the group and those who ask for help.
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***Pete.Smith***, the FDA approves known carcinogens in our foods and disapproves of Ivermectin and HCQ in the current

saga. So, to trust or not to trust, that' s the question...and to me, there is not any question. Whatever they approve or disapprove,

either way bears reason for scrutiny. ****RRrealrose*** what you are saying about a dictator wanting to wipe out dissenters is

exactly why I have been posting about civil liberties on this forum all along. If we don't stand up for civil liberties and rights, then

the day will come---and soon----when we are no longer so much as talking about natural health. Hey, anybody who thinks the

censorship is a travesty---and it surely is----please consider this only the beginning and the tip of the iceberg.

It is Not my intention to instill fear, and yet it is important to stress how urgent the cause is. RIght now, present time, we have

Canada which froze bank accounts and sent police on horseback to trample innocent civilians in the trucking convoys, framing

them falsely in public as traitors, enemies, terrorists, invoking "Emergency". That is only the beginning. I have talked with people

who survived the Iron Curtain regime, and I have had other direct experiences which inform my deep motivation for civil liberties

and rights. Dictatorships shot people dead for speaking up! Tianenmen Square was alas the norm, not the exception in

dictatorships! Be ye forwarned.

Sit on your duffs, complain and moan about the matters at stake and it is guaranteed that you are not only doing nothing, you

are part of the problem! Do not allow this power structure to rise! Further, to shoot off guns is only to discredit the cause. What

did the powers that be do with perfectly innocent and peaceful convoy protestors? Slander and disparage them as violent, which

they indeed were not. So don't tell me that "Fighting for your country" is any way to go. It is NOT! Educate, while we still can!

Strategically. School PTAs, lawyers, retired docs. Peace.
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Pete.Smith, I ran out of space. As very good a person as you just as very clearly are, I am sure you are in agreement with us all

and the concerns I Posted re the FDA and also, the hijacking of our civil liberties. Further here, re FDA approval of various

things, I favor de-centralization and that doctors *must* by de<nition, in practicing medicine, be free to make independent

judgments based on patient wellbeing and in-person knowing of each patient's unique needs, instead of based on centralized

cookie cutter "medicine"....which really is not medical practice at all! ALso, most dictatorships and power-grabbers operate

based on pro<teering motives.

The dictatorial structure exists to protect the pro<teers. Plain and simple! going so far as to gun people down for their free

speech is a way to stop the truth from coming out, not only to protect power but the monied interests, which inform the lust for

power in the <rst place. My two cents. ****We really have to get the monied lobbying interests out of campaign <nancing and

<nd ways to reform political structures to be independent of such bribes and buy-offs.

And I don't know what the realistic solutions are as government funding is no better. We have a serious problem on our hands.

There must be a solution.*** Since the coronavirus saga began, as a non-denominational person I am always feeling moved to

say, "God bless". And be well. To work for light,w e must remain light ourselves. Take care of both body and soul :-) , no matter

what the times bear and especially because of them!
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Thanks Mirandola for your kind words. When I write "it is not FDA approved", it doesn't mean I take the corrupt and harmful FDA

serious or agree with them, but I write like that to protect dr Mercola site, so FDA has no reason to shut the site down, as they

tried before by accusing dr Mercola having "false medical claims", or in this case they could say, allowing people making such

claims in the comments. So I'am just careful, not for myself, but for the site. In fact as most dr Mercola readers are aware (like

you) that the FDA has such a bad reputation that people start thinking: I better avoid what is "FDA approved" as it could be really

harmful for your health.

 * * * To Rrealrose. Why you quote MSM? Are they the same mainstream news that lied about the vaccines and lied about the US

bio weapons labs in Ukraine, and lied about Ivermectin, and lied about dr Mercola. You mean the MSM owned by WEF

members? Putin didn't blocked Ivermectin and HCQ and so saved many lives in his country, unlike the USA. Ofcourse Putin is a

criminal as he was a part of the WEF young global leaders, approved by Soros to become president of Russia, but the MSM keep

quiet about that also.

Now Putin is taken down from the WEF website, but how many dictators are still on that website? Is that the same media that

promoted the Iraq war under false pretenses? How many innocent citizens of Iraq were killed? How many homes destroyed?

 The only ones that went to jail were the whistle blowers that exposed the US war crimes, so what is the difference with Putin?

After Zelensky became president of Ukraine he arrested journalists and closed 4 opposition tv stations and start talking about

breaking the 2015 Minsk peace agreement. Why the MSM don't talk about that?
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This particular study has been withdrawn.
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Thanks dr Mercola for showing that Dr. Andrew Hill proved to be a "hackable animal" with the money from the BIll GATES foundation,

which pro<ted billions of dollars from the avoidance of Ivermectin. This COLLUSION needs to be criminal investigated as the use of

Ivermectin could have avoided the deaths of millions, who died in a horrible way.  * * * Red Alert * * * Another step towards a WEF

digital dominated world, as Biden tries to avoid Congress.

Biden issues an executive order last week calling for the Attorney General Merrick Garland, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen and Fed

Chair Jerome Powell to put together a report on the creation of a Central Bank Digital Currency.

www.technocracy.news/with-new-eo-biden-is-probing-how-to-terminate-<a..  This Executive Order is full of the WEF globalist/United

Nations baloney: climate change, energy, inclusion, etc. The outcome of this study, which is likely already determined, is to suggest

any speci<c legislation to give to Congress; however, it only touches on the point that Congress may not have to be involved to “make

it so”.
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Pete, its not just Andrew Hill, undue in^uence leading to the needless death of most "victims" has in<ltrated throughout Public

Health systems, wherever Gates Foundation money has been spread. When I write about the massive spider's web of in^uence

and control that Gates has developed over the past 15 plus years, you see how all former heads of the US FDA and CDC have

been collected to key positions in Big Pharma and on the Gates Foundation vaccine board to build an interweaving web of

in^uence throughout the western world. - - - - - - - - - - - - - GREED - My take is the ever looming 20:1 ROI (return on investment)

has been the primary driver to push this agenda well-beyond actual need, from illusion into delusion to solve all human virus

problems on earth, so man will be invincible over nature (as opposed to working with nature).

As promoted as THE ONLY SOLUTION, (snake oil) bringing far more damage to humans and society than predicted. Failures in

the Gates Foundation efforts in Africa and India have been epic, yet hardly reported on by Corporate Media outlets. The billions

govts pledged and spent have gone to 1990's technology that had languished for years because it was deemed too dangerous,

failing animal several trials in the 2000's - Moderna's drug had run into a wall in 2017 due to safety concerns.

Worse, manufacturing issues were not solved, some vials are basically saline, others are loaded. Serious danger signals were

waived at every step along the path to drug rollout. Does this sound familiar? Many govts will be in trouble for years. Fiat money

to CBDC concept with inherent risks and reliance on (anything) digital may not even help reset a world economic system to let

go of massive sovereign debt so those in power retain their positions. Elections are being held this spring to late fall, see what

changes these de<cits may bring. Session 95: Behind the Curtain - - www.bitchute.com/.../2nws0uYuRIQW  - 5 hrs long, highly

recommended
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In a few words, The GATES Foundation has in^uenced govts around the world to put all their eggs in one basket, to believe in

unproven, new mRNA drug technology with a dangerous history. By doing so, the expenditures have broken the banks in quite a

few of the smaller countries. At the same time, their populace has been placed in great danger, with untold harm in^icted for

years to come...and none of this needed to happen had people been paying attention to actions taken and nasty and deadly

results of the GATES Foundation early on, in Africa and India. Its all (corporate) GREED.
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Digital banking is long since established. ATM cards, credit cards, pay by phone and pay by computer.....that doesn't mean that

abuse of power can't happen and it surely can, potentially.
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Hi rrealrrose and mirandola, thanks for contributions. Yes Rose, yes it is true this immense interweaving web of in^uence the

evil Billy Boy Gates and his evil WEF buddies Soros and Schwab have been building in the last 30 years with the help of evil

Henry Kissinger and CIA & CFR. They have in<ltrated everywhere. They have in^uence over media, key positions in groups that

advises governments about health, also WHO. They pay politicians, have lobby groups, etc. Dr Mercola and I also have written

about it several times, showed the WEF links to at least 26.000 organisations and in^uential persons all over the world.

It is also true that greed motivates many of those persons, but that is not the prime motivation for the top of WEF. For them is

about control, to have absolute power. They fooled many WEF members with the Build Back Better agenda, Climate Change, a

New World Order and other phrases. So it's not only greed, many of the WEF club, like young global leaders have been

brainwashed for many years. They were "hackable animals".

But those in the top, for them it's about to get absolute power in the hand of a few, as they also have a hidden agenda. I know

what it is, but don't ask me about it, because I like to keep this info to myself.  ~~*~~ Yes Mirandola, you are right, digital

banking is already established. But then asked yourself: Why Biden want to sneak in the creation of a Central Bank Digital

Currency? This Executive Order is full of the WEF phrases. Did the WEF write it? Did the WEF pay Biden's son to let Biden sign

this order?
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Because Gates Foundation has its <ngers in every Agency activity, and a handful of (former) Blackrock employees are primary

advisors for Biden brandon, whatever his name is. How simple a control solution?
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Clif High told me that Fenbendazole works better than Ivermectin, and way inexpensive !!!!21
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Rrealrose not only Gates, also Soros has his foundations, like Gates to avoid paying tax, and his foundations train people in the

media, pay people in media, support groups like BLM, students to become politicians all over the world, and hundred of

politicians in the EU parliament and in congress. Also the foundations promote mass migrations, and the fake climate change.

There is natural climate change, like 10.000 years ago there were ice ages. And there are causes like cutting the rain forest in

Asia and Amazon to make place for GMO soy and Palm oil plantation, for the big companies that are members of WEF, but you

will not hear that story at WEF, it's only about to eco tax EU and US consumers, which is just another part to control us and to

make us poor.

Soros involved in some many overthrown of countries, like those so-called colour and ^ower revolutions, facebook revolutions

See a not complete list of countries here en.wikipedia.org/.../Colour_revolution  They look like spontaneous uprising, but are

organised, as for example the group Otpor is always involved. Like Ukraine for example, friends of Soros, oligarchs became in

power after the overthrown, he helped them to get billions from the EU, and more. One oligarch paid Biden's son millions.

One Ukraine prosecutor (who wanted to investigate this oligarch) got <red after pressure from Joe Biden, there is video Biden is

bragging about it how he got the prosecutor <red. eu.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/10/21/fact-check-joe-biden-l..

 Otpor was a recipient of substantial funds from U.S. government-a\liated organizations such as the National Endowment for

Democracy (NED), International Republican Institute (IRI), and US Agency for International Development (USAID) Well, these 3

organisations are connected to the CIA.
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Dordee, you can get hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin through the America's Frontline Doctors website, www.a^ds.org. You

have to sign for a telemed/phone visit with one of their docs, who will send a prescription to a mail order pharmacy, which will

send you the drug(s). The last time I did it, the charge for the doc was $90.00 and the charge for 30, 200 mg HCQ tablets was

$60.00. The prescription also calls for 50 mg zinc tablets, but I was already taking that.
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Initially, I knew of very few people diagnosed with covid. One was a neighbor in her 90's and another was a relative in his mid 80's. Both

recovered uneventfully after being slowed down for a few days. Then, a dear friend with many high-risk exposures had a slower

recovery. They are all doing just <ne--saying they feel even better than before getting sick--so I presume that people with good diets in

otherwise good health have little to fear. Meanwhile, we knew 6 people, or friends of friends who died after the vaxine. They say, it is

"safe and effective", but is seems improbable that we would know of so many deaths if that were true. I believe the vaxine is not only

causing covid, but many other serious adverse effects in "fully-vaxinated"(3x) individuals.

A neighbor has that immune de<ciency condition--I forget the name of it. His immune system is so weak after being fully-vaxed (even

though we warned him against it), that he cannot be around people (must isolate himself) and does his grocery shopping after

midnight at a 24/7 grocery store. That is a terrible way for an elderly man to have to live. Doctors have basically told him they will

watch and wait for 2 years and have nothing to offer. Just recently, we were noti<ed that a fully-vaxed (and proud of it) brother and

sister-in-law had been diagnosed with covid.

Another fully-vaxed brother (also, POI) suddenly developed blood clots near his heart. Other relatives and 4 of our fully-vaxed friends

(POI) are having serious leg problems, with spasms and di\culty walking. This started shortly after their 2nd jabs. It is a strange

timeline--likely from the same regional batch of vaxine(?)--and also nearly identical symptoms. I believe these are adverse effects and

not merely "coincidences". Doctors pass patients like these around and do not want to deal with such cases. Meanwhile, people are

astounded and ask why I am so healthy. (How can that be?!) Health does not come from a prescription bottle or a syringe.
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You are referring to HIV. The vax causes HIV and destroys the immune system. It also changes the RNA and there is no

reversing that. From what I've read the vax is a slow kill shot designed that way to keep big pharma from being blamed. I've also

read that P<zer has different batch numbers, numbering "a" through "i". Some of the batches are placebos. That's why some

people are <ne after getting jabbed and it kills other people. NO WAY they'll ever shoot me up! I don't eat man's garbage,

so-called "food". I eat what God gives us in Nature and don't worry much about getting sick. It is the only way to super-charge

the immune system so that if you DO get sick the body easily overcomes it.
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jr, and who has a long history tied to HIV/Aid's? Fauci with thirty to forty years of science about it. Huh? Beg, borrow, steal if you

have too, Doc's book, with all we have witnessed, all to have come out in the last two years, it is proving to be Prophecy.
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Three families who I know---correction, four families, now that I count again---- had COVID and all said it was mild...every single

one of them! That does not mean it can't become virulent...in the medically vulnerable cross sectors....but isn't this also true of

the common cold and for that matter, of any other illness? Ah, but then along come the "vaccines" and suddenly, in a 24 hour

period, I learned about one acquaintance whose family member, a teenager, went into a coma after taking the "vaccine"! Then I

got news from someone else I know who reported about THREE individuals who all were rushed to the hospital with blood clots,

heart in^ammation and cancer (the latter could be connected to the vaccine, or could not be).

And yet another person who was diagnosed with particularly aggressive breast cancer after, and not before the "vaccine". And

what of those olympic athletes like Shawn White, previously scoring constant gold medals, now stating that "one leg was

lagging behind"and another who was veering continually off course, also a gold medalist.....ever since getting "vaxed" ?? Could

there perhaps be a connection to the "Vax", and why was this not happening prior to it with these athletes? Safe, effective? Oh

my.

"Just trust the authorities". ??? HEH? I say, question so-called authority! Because in fact, under color of law, health o\cials have

no legal authority, according to court ruling below! And public o\cials are practicing medicine either without a license, or by

remote, or both....surely lack legal authority, and are abusing their power greatly!

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..
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Almond, you usually have not a lot of time, Dr. Arne Burkholdt's presentation starts near the 2 hr. mark of the link I posted under

Pete. His 50 minute presentation assessing blood pathology of deceased and living vaxx-injured Germans will tell ya more than

you ever wanted to know about what is occurring, now and into the future.
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I say it everyday to whoever will listen. Health never has and never will come from a pharmaceutical!! Repeat repeat repeat.

Maybe if we say it often enough it will become the “new normal”
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now, compare amount of illnesses among your friends and relatives to previous years. when you put everything on paper and

see the actual number, you'll understand "issue" better and the "issue" will be more presentable to others.
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YES. And they (the vaxed) still maintain that I and all unvaxed are the cause <or their infection, medical problems. They would

notbe sick if people like me had only got the jab. We have it, pass it on to them intentionally because we are stubborn. i too have

friends who were unvaxed, got it and survived. They wer according to ex friend just lucky.
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Yes, Almond. You are absolutely correct. I have often reminded some of the dummies in my family they have forgotten that

when we were growing up, we caught everything naturally and of course, developed natural immunity. I get the same questions

about my health as I refuse to take vaccines. My doctor tried to talk me into the moderna shot and I shot him down big-time. I

politely reminded him that the jabs do not stop infection from Covid-19, nor do they protect against transmission, so what is the

reason for getting it? He mentioned two of his patients who contracted Covid-19 says they wish they had the shot as I would

have been easier on them. I simply laughed, and pointed out that they cannot possibly know this, and neither can he.

He asked me to do a blood antibody test, so since they draw blood anyway, as this was for my annual physical, I said ok. Come

to <nd that I have antibodies, so now, he's really trying to talk me into the jab. I explained than if not for that test, I would have

never known I had it and I didn't even have so much as a sni{e. And I said NO THANKS. My natural immunity already took care

of things so why would I want to compromise that with experimental gene therapy? I reminded him that I'm healthy because I

eat real food, work out, and stay as far away from prescription drugs and vaccines as possible and I intend on keeping it that

way.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most serious Pandemic needing to be addressed is Corruption & currently the Corrupt Corporations who have taken over -

Governments - Globally. Keep in mind, in the 1970's in the states nearly no Corporations had bank loans. Now nearly all do. Banks

control the corporations. Who controls the banks? Corruption is the disease needing to be addressed or the WEF/Gates agenda to

depopulate by billions will march on. * “Ivermectin should be validated in larger, appropriately controlled randomized trials before the

results are su\cient for review by regulatory authorities.” * Yet no such thing has been demanded for the Jab/s, rather it is full speed

ahead and damn the torpedoes. How can we know if Big Pharma has produced a useful medicine? Apparently when they don't allow it

to be used. Read Doc's book, a best seller despite being two years ahead of its time.
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ghMnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The corporate loans are mere ploys to ‘grab the money sand run’. The legal game is borrow beyond in<nity, then go bankrupt.

There was a good book on this, America What Went Wrong’, written by Nobel prize winning journalist from the Philadelphia

Enquirer … if memory serves. It is also legal for them to empty the retirement funds. The courts deemed it ok, since they put the

money into the accounts! So if we realize what is transpiring around us, so much in America has gone wrong … the loss of good

qualities, such as integrity and morality, to name just two. People have lost the joy of living life, so much more enjoyable than all

the Scrooge McDuck piles of money.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gh<nn, and if my memory is working, you are spot on with the book America What Went Wrong, the pension grabs, the using

other peoples money as leverage to gut and sell off our Economic Infrastructure. (Think the likes of Blackrock & Vanguard.) This

all affects our ability to pursue healthy lifestyles, and to enjoy the many useful sources for health Doc & others have spent

decades on to share with the world. If these undermining forces already extremely powerful & already too invasive in & on

others' rights, property, & ability to communicate openly & freely aren't checked, there will little left they haven't strangled like a

python.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The core problem lies with campaign <nancing, bribe money, and the pure fact that ethical people will not accept bribe money.

Hence, the result of unethical people in o\ce and very few ethical ones in high positions. I don't know what the solutions are,

but do know that this core problem must be addressed. And there should be term limits. Not only for public o\ce but positions

such as Anthony Fauci's, FDA, CDC, WHO personnel et al.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, dark money promotes dark agendas.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

juststeve - if you want to learn of just how corrupt Big Pharma is, read this article. It is lengthy, but well worth your time if you

want to learn the truth...www.unz.com/.../a-litany-of-pharma-crimes
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Doctor Mercola, Dr Tess Lawrie, Dr Pierre Kory and others have proved beyond doubt, Ivermectin is a real life-saver. In this true life

testimony - a grandfather is on deaths door. The hospital bureaucrats cruelly block access to IVM. His family contact a Judge who

instructs the hospital to "step aside" - and the drug is administered - with remarkble results:

rescue.substack.com/p/a-judge-stands-up-to-a-hospital-step?utm_campaig..  The fact that so many early-treatments have been lied

about, and demonized clearly proves that those behind this appalling agenda are downright liars and truly demonic.  Meanwhile

Schwab and Gates and their bank-rolled minions in pHARMa and the MSM are orchestrating the attempted destruction of all our

God-given rights.

This is exactly what President John F Kennedy warned about many years ago: "There is a plot in the country to enslave every man

woman and child. Before I leave this high and noble o\ce I intend to expose this plot ." He said this just seven days before he was

assassinated. twitter.com/.../1  Right now he would be so proud of his nephew Robert F Kennedy Jr, who amongst many others, has

taken up the baton and is <ghting and exposing those who want to impose tyranny and totalitarianism across the world.:

twitter.com/.../1432573984298737664
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am surprised that an attempt has not been made on Robert kennedy's life. He speaks the truth, and has the potential to get

people to believe what he says. I pray God will watch over him and all who speak the truth. I have friends, German and Jew who

lived thru Hitler's reign, understand all this is true. One friend's father was killed by SS for speaking against him, they had to ^ee

Germany for their lives. Jewish friends who lived thru the camps, one, Lola lost herwhole family in Auschwitz. Yet many today

all this never happened! How stupid can they be?
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are absolutely right Dordee. Thank you for sharing your heart-breaking story. It is appalling that the agony that so many

Jewish families went through during the war, because of the soulless actions of those who were "only following orders" - is now

repeating itself on a vast scale.  Moshe Brown, Hillel Handler and Vera Sherav - having themselves been Nazi concentration

camp survivors had early concerns that evil is once again on the rise.  They have bravely spoken up about the new form of

medical terrorism sweeping the world and have signed a letter of appeal to the Criminal Court. Let us hope their appeal does

not fall upon deaf ears: 21a86421-c3e0-461b-83c2-cfe4628dfadc.<lesusr.com/ugd/659775_955f5cb3a..
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luluonthego
Joined On 2/12/2022 7:43:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ivermectin saved my life! Thank God for Dr Meehan and his staff. I had long haulers ended up going to the hospital 6 times and most

of them turned me away as soon as I told them I was not vaxed! I am not worried about telling my story. I am a National Radio Show

Host exposing probate fraud/ guardianship abuse epidemic across this country. Ivermectin is the only thing that brought me back to

life! Thank you to all of the functional doctors including Health nut News for speaking up on the truth in our country!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must be strong, willing to go the extra mile to stop this insanity. At 81, I am braver than some because, What can they do to

me at my age? I have told my dr that I will not go to the hospital, get vaxed. I prefer to die if need be on my own terms, not theirs.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the M.O. of the pharmaceutical monopoly....The unwashed are totally confused on nutrition, Vit C and still avoid saturated fats

in favor of "healthy" margarine and poly-unsaturated oils and wear masks of compliance with the narrative...the biggest psy-op since

patriotism and religion. What's more ridiculous than shitheads promoting vaccines and war? They don't pro<t,.. just root for more

self-in^icted wounding. Absurd? Insane? Can't stop laughing.  BTW...Just paid $26. bucks for a bottle of pure liquid ivermectin at the

farm supply...They sold lots of it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please read this re inhaled ivermectin powder, a pre-publication copy - www.liebertpub.com/.../jamp.2021.0059
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Rrrreal...So you could probably nebulize it?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Suspect yes! However, where to <nd powder? Or can you crush pills? Half century of shots and pill-mania - as the liver always

takes the <rst hit, yes?
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...or just get the liquid I give my dogs every month....there are so many other treatments that I consider ivermectin a last resort

for early treatment...and there is still no remedy for the criminal neocon globalists enslaving the planet.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pharma does not want effective agents that will clear disease - its "BAD FOR BUSINESS" - academics don't bite the hand that feeds

them -
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But "just trust the authorities". Heh??? I say, Question Authority!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In a nutshell, Stanley! Have you noticed in their commercials they do not say they cure illness, just control, manage it plus cause

at least 4 other deadly diseases.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too true, Stan, Mirandola and Dordee, the silence has been deafening from those who should have been asking questions. We

should be wary of late converts to the truth about the gospel according to the globalist criminal kabal.  Either they are naive,

stupid, bribed or scared. But Steve Kirsch described the red pilling of Dr John Campbell after his realisation that he had been

misled - as an indication that “the tide is turning”. Better late than never, I suppose. “This is a very important milestone: a

prominent, respected <gure who has been supporting the vaccine has <nally realised he’s been “duped”. Odd that, as many of us

less prominent <gures realised many months ago that the “safe and effective vaccine” is (a) not a vaccine (b) anything but safe

as was blatantly obvious from the VAERS data in the U.S and the Yellow Card scheme in the UK.

(c) didn’t protect or even claim to protect from re-infection or infection transmission. Some “vaccine”!  What then is the purpose

of the injection? No-one thought to ask, because of the “blind trust they put in institutions” but we lesser mortals do expect

professionals to do exactly that: ask questions, take nothing at face value, ask to see the data on safety and e\cacy.

Is that not what ‘professionals’ do anyway and it’s only us sheople who have to rely on o\cial pronouncements being true.

Some professional!  https://youtu.be/7YOD9drZasM  Dr. Flavio Cadegiani recently published (“P<zergate 2.0 - Active actions

against competitive anti- COVID drugs? The case of the anti-androgens.”) that shows that there is no rational explanation for the

corruption of clinical trial results other than deliberate sabotage by P<zer. Dr. Cadegiani reveals the number of vaccine injured:

85%. rumble.com/vxipnk-dr.-^avio-cadegiani-on-how-p<zer-corrupts-science...
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vic_arts
Joined On 3/17/2022 9:39:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Mr. Mercola. I have recently gone through Omicron during 3 days only. My remedy was the herb Artemisia absinthium. You may

see the details in may blog: antivakser.blogspot.com. It is in Russian. But you might make use of an electronic translator. It would be

wonderful, if you made this remedy known by public. By the way, I am 71. I have never believed in the so-called pandemic of Covid-19.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FLCCC.net website has several video-articles the past few months that show even more detail on this article. The FLCCC.net web

site lists sources for purchasing human ivermectin. Buying 100 pills 12mg is the most economical way.
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WeThePeople0
Joined On 5/7/2019 1:12:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The world must know as soon as possible how they were denied vital medicin because of incomprehensible lies by people as "Dr"

Andrew Owen and "Dr" Andrew Hill. Wiell knowing that Ivermetin worked perfect the respective men already in a priviliged function lied

because of greed.  With their lies in a responsible position they became murderers on world scale and they must be brought to justice.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wondering what Ivermectin is?  >>>> www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3043740
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benevolentdictator
Joined On 10/11/2011 3:58:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even better, increase in-serum D3 levels to 90ng/mL as a prophylactic against all pathogens.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola Yes, the <rst thing that came to my mind with the great Olympian, Shawn White, and no, it wasn’t because he was now over

the hill. Same thing with the world class Simone Biles and Mikaela Shiffrin, losing it and wiping out and not even touching her times!

Oh that’s right, chalk it up to “mental illness” issues per the lamo news stories.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates and his ilk need to be thrown in prison for crimes against humanity and their jailers need to be people that their agenda has

harmed, generously compensated with the dirty money retrieved from these criminals.
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klmeaner
Joined On 6/26/2010 2:19:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have used Ivermectin and it worked for me!! It bugs me that so many can't get it!
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GrannySue_203
Joined On 2/14/2007 9:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which also renders the very act of creating any vaccination a crime. It is illegal not only to produce, but then manufacture, market,

distribute - AND MANDATE - a vaccine for which a viable and effective treatment is available. That's a lot of hemp my friends
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mikeatbb
Joined On 2/15/2011 5:39:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Campbell has been warned about his antivaxine comments or even positve comments on ivermectin. He is making a lot of money

on his youtube videos!. He interviews seriously vaccine damaged individuals and then encourages people to get vaccinated. dr

Mobeen is likewise treading carefully and has been thretened. Even Medcram is not as trustworthy as they once were..how sad is that.

Beware fake news and corrupt science everywhere. My wife has been doubly vaccinated and is becoming a nightmare to live with

alwys weary and brain fogged...I may lose her to dementia! eventually.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr MoBeen's wife also had/has a vaccn reaction. Hopefully, you have been working w/solutions for post-injection a la FLCCC

website.
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truebluehealth
Joined On 6/24/2016 8:57:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what we are up against, soulless monsters, self serving,...just watched this guy he presents in a sarcastic, funny but scary

reality, the power they believe they have...Lord help us all, ....https://youtu.be/6G3nWyoQ5CQ
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After posting Campbell's video to Facebook just now it was instantly classi<ed as 'partly false information' as being LESS effective

than Remdesivir. (at killing people?)
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hahahaha!! I am surprised that you did not go to facebook jail!! Actually the best thing to do is send it in messenger to people.
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ghMnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is so “in act fective” that the regime has enacted the US Postal Service to block it from being delivered via mail. As my (Singapore)

supply dwindles my mind recalls a picture of a vending machine at a MX airport where you can buy it just like a candy bar or a pack of

smokes. If need be I guess I’ll ^y to MX … better than an agonizing slow death.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stocked up in Mexico. Not as cheap as you might think due to it's immense popularity right now, but SO much cheaper (and

effective) than the prescription drugs. I got the Omicron version of Covid and used Mercola's protocol. Fever for one day,

extreme fatigue for a couple of days, then fatigue off and on for a couple of weeks. I'm 60 and not super <t, not vaxxed, and yet I

somehow managed not to die (said with much sarcasm).
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Max Igan talking about ....trans and depopulation agenda www.bitchute.com/.../Z7ktHIL324OW

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 2:56:05 AM
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Changing1
Joined On 7/22/2013 2:27:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who wanted the list of doctors who would prescribe Ivermectin, you can <nd it on the FLCCC Alliance website.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 11:26:45 AM
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

#TurnOffBiden Turn off ROBO-BIDEN every time he is on your TV.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 11:23:35 AM
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have no such charity of forgiveness for the multitude of skumbags who manipulated and continue to manipulate us. They should be

stricken from the earth.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 10:01:37 AM
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adjusted
Joined On 11/13/2008 6:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In today’s WSJ a Canadian study showing Ivermectin as ineffective. Anybody have expertise in dissecting this research?

apple.news/Ap1YbxtclSS-vRBwZCJtW6Q

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 7:17:13 AM
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rjsvan54
Joined On 5/22/2019 10:17:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Spike Protein Is Neurotoxic, even without the Virus. The Spike protein is naturally found in SARS-CoV-2 and is also produced in

your body when you receive a COVID-19 shot. In its native form in SARS-CoV-2, the spike protein is responsible for the pathologies of

the viral infection. My question is: Can Ivermectin neutralize the covid spike proteins in the vaccine as it does in the Covid-19 virus?

Would somebody please answer?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 5:09:13 PM
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wolfgirl1
Joined On 3/13/2010 6:51:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When my mom was diagnosed and went to the hospital I asked if she could get Ivermectin and was told she was “not a candidate”.

Even though she was only on 3 ltrs of oxygen she ended up at 9 being the highest, during her 10 day stay…trickling back down to 3

after a “one time infusion” of another drug was approved. Went home and shortly after hospice and died. She was only on 1 ltr of oxy

in the end. Why would she not a candidate? All I got was mumbo jumbo.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 1:08:26 PM
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blessthebeasts
Joined On 1/3/2016 10:10:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sorry! Sounds like a clear case of malpractice. Maybe there's a class-action lawsuit you could be a part of.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 5:44:02 PM
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kazuko4585
Joined On 1/12/2015 12:26:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Satoshi Omura who discovered in the soil and developed Ivermectine says in his book that Ivermectin is gift from Mother Nature

and has in<nite possibilities. You can treat not just covid 19 but also common cold which mostly caused from old types of corona

viruses, West Nile virus etc. So it makes lots of vaccines unnecessary. Also it's extremely safe, safer than Tylenol. No wonder vaccine

makers are afraid of Ivermectin and keep attacking it wrongly. Recently clinical study by Kitasato Univ and Kowa pharmaceutical was

<nished and Japanese government o\cially approved Ivermectin for treatment of Covid 19.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 12:31:38 PM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bingo! A direct threat to the pro<t margins of BIG Pharma!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 4:14:17 PM
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tsingler
Joined On 4/7/2014 11:16:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remdesivir was studied, documented and known to cause harm and death well before Fauchi, the CDC, WHO and NIH exclusively

mandated its use as the standard of care killing millions. Equally heinous is the fact that the remdesivir/ventilator protocol is still in

use. I'm hearing of more friends and neighbors being killed in hospitals in the past couple of weeks than ever before. This murder

must stop!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 11:08:29 AM
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been taking it for over six months.  No side effects.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 8:49:56 AM
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Barbeq
Joined On 4/26/2021 7:52:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, after all this time and research, why aren’t we able to get a prescription for either/both? Or even purchase over the counter?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 8:44:34 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's most important that you live in fear to get you ready for the Great Reset.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 12:21:21 PM
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Barbeq - Because it is effective. Because it cannot be patented so doesn’t make pro<t for pharma. Because it treats cures

people - which is against the globalists’ ideas of depopulation. I had to use horse dewormer - because that was the only one I

could get - and I was happy I could get it. Saved my life.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 7:35:45 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Just trust the authorities". And authorities is just what they assume themselves to be, but the Fifth Circuit Court ruled that health

o\cials have no legal or constitutional authority to make laws and rule the people. The very notion itself was called "Fatally ^awed" by

the court. childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf  childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..  We

have to keep spreading this around. If rogue politicians and "health" o\cials ignore it, then put them right on the spot, in public.

Keep a written, photographic and detailed log of their violations of the law, and tout them on public forum, in town hall meetings, hold

them responsible! It has been studied: One voice can change a crowd dynamic! It is time to educate the people and to grill those

perpetrating and trampling the law, in public. An idea whose time has come?....I digress. Book end: "Just trust the authorities". ???? I

say, Question Authority....which does not even belong to people alleging they have such "authority", in the <rst place!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola... then the mask mandate on airplanes and buses should be over, right?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 12:23:38 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202, people lack boundaries. Speaking up is key. And exposing the ins/outs is also key. More people need to do that, en

masse. God bless.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 2:31:22 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sad, so sad, to understate vastly. I <nd it just stunning what evil some cross sectors of people are capable of, just because they

want to make a big buck. So here is an appeal to parents. Please teach your children that they can make big money doing good, not by

doing harm. Further, that we are responsible for our impact on people, and the environment, and all living beings. Thank you all.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 6:58:24 AM
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have an unvaxxed friend who got covid pneumonia and her wise doctor prescribed Ivermectin. She was very ill but after 3 days on the

Ivermectin she was doing so much better.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your friend was very fortunate to have a wise and honest doctor.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 7:59:00 AM
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 8.5 Chihuahua takes it once a month.  It was amazing how quickly it cleared up his very bad diarrhea one time.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 4:18:36 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yout dog is only an 8.5? Mine is a perfect 10.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 8:50:37 AM
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Nclark1
Joined On 1/18/2018 1:16:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ElectionFraudInvestigator, how much do you give your dog? In liquid or pill form? I have a 13-year-old kitty with chronic diarrhea

that the vet has been unable to treat successfully.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 4:07:10 PM
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annettew62gmail.com
Joined On 3/17/2022 3:51:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in the UK and know of Tess Lawrie who is a great woman who approached the Government in Dec 2020 to try and get ivermectin

approved and used. Instead she was ignored and they proceeded to pressurise All adults to be vaccinated. Sadly - even though I was

going against my gut instinct I took one AZ vaccine one year ago today. It has been the worst decision of my life. I have lived with

agonising severe head pain ever since and as no medic/ neurologist can help me I have been on an alternative path to detoxify and try

and recover but it is still a daily battle and ongoing. I wish I could turn the clock back. I am 59yrs old.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to hear about your ongoing symptoms Annette. I too live in the UK and I totally empathise with your experience. I wonder if

this link would be helpful to you regarding symptoms and how to detox: worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../spike-protein-detox-guide
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a friend that works with 2 other guys and they’re boosted and he hasn’t had any jabs. They are in very close contact all day. They

have to ride in the same truck and work in people’s homes. I’m just wondering if he’s in danger from being around them. If I’m around

him, I don’t want to catch anything. Just wondering what your thoughts are on this
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kazuko4585
Joined On 1/12/2015 12:26:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If vaccined people are shedding spike proteins you will get them . It causes all kinds of bleeding. It happened to me. But
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If vaccined people are shedding spike proteins you will get them . It causes all kinds of bleeding. It happened to me. But

Ivermectin worked wonderfully. I recommend everyone to keep Ivermectin in your medicine cabinet.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 12:35:39 PM
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah3 - I was counselling an old guy - his voice was very weak so I had to bend into his face to hear him. He was also double

vaxed. So I got covid - that I could avoid to get in the previous 2 years. Initially I had no medicine but I remembered a case when

doctors treated people with very high amount of vit C - 10.000. units/day intravenously - I did not have this possibility - so I took

4.000 unit /day vit C. On the day 7. arrived my horsewormer - thanks God - to be able to get that one - it saved my life - because

there is nothing else here in this country only the killer hospital protocol - it took me 6 weeks to get back with 14 different

supplements & vitamins /day. But I am an oldie... So this is your answer to could you get it or not.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thought you might be interested in the Truckers in Canada: GiveSendGo sent the following e-mail out yesterday (Wednesday 3/16),

the subject of the e-mail was “We Tried. Update: Freedom Convoy Trucker Funds  The Canadian government has criminalized the

receiving of funds from the Freedom Convoy 2022 campaign and now are trying to seize the funds to redistribute. In order to protect

our Givers and the intended purposes of their gifts, funds not already transferred to the recipients from the ‘Freedom Trucker Convoy’

campaign will be refunded automatically, no refund requests necessary. Additional information will be posted shortly.  Thank you for

your patience. go.givesendgo.com/.../si5p.html
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so, it's a crime to help protestors who want to have Freedom restored. But the Canadian government can steal the money

without any care or thought.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masks are the NEW NAZZI ARM BAND during today's WW3 - LMAOmeme.com
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totocut
Joined On 3/17/2022 9:43:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stuck in the past. Why are "we" still talking about medication against CV, a two-year-old issue, and neglect to look at how these trendy

jabs affect jabbed and the ones that surround them? Why don't we try to "envision" some future outcomes?
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totocut - because you can get - and likely you will get infected - from the jabbed people.... While I would not be afraid from the

normal ^u virus - although people died from that one too - I am more concerned getting this arti<cial covid virus -  and I am

certainly very concerned getting infected by the jabbed people - nobody knows yet what will be the long term effects of such an

infection...
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htlaeh
Joined On 4/29/2009 7:23:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn't Bill Gates fund Unitaid?
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yes
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do you want to bet none of these criminals will see one day in court? I guess that's OK, though. I have to keep reminding myself,

"Vengeance is mine," saith the Lord. A much more horri<c judgment awaits these individuals.
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ghMnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That takes all the pleasure out of it
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone know if you go onto FLCCC to get Ivermectin if they send it to you or if they send you a prescription you have to try to get <lled

which might be impossible.
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steveboyd
Joined On 6/24/2008 10:47:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey friends. I got sick a little over a month ago. Recovered in about 5 days after nebulizing hydrogen peroxide on day 4 and 5 of

sickness. I felt sooo good after....like I was in my 20's again...I'm 50 and weigh 200 pounds. I surfed 3 days in a row. After the third day

of sur<ng, I crashed. It's been a month of feeling okay in morning and then low energy hits and most concerning, when I'm tired, heart

^utters....maybe tightness in chest......not sure if tightness is real or just my mind. I'm not vaxxed. I did a round of ivermectin: 6mg,

three times a day, for 12 days. Didn't seem to help. I then did 1 session of ten pass ozone. Felt better for one day...then symptoms

came back. Scheduled for another ten pass tomorrow. Drinking star anise tea and pine needle tea. I am also fasting...on day three.

Wondering if anyone has had similar experience and what protocol they used?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah a few years ago i was down for a month with a ^u ? I felt like I was run over by a truck and pulled threw a key hole....and

started eating only meat..and gobled hands full of Mercola Multi-Vit&Min and assorted calcium-D-K from mercola and within a

few days started feeling better.. man Im 76 and now I follow along with Dr Mercolas V&M and eat 95% Meat.fresh BEEF......and

organ meats ...from Dr Paul Saladino the Carnivore MD .....  https://heartandsoil.co/blog/  threw out the grains and sugar and

most of plant foods like lettuce and spinach ...replaced it with beef....so I bought from a local farmer a living on the hoof

steer....pastured raised watched him grow into a freezer full of meat....and I kept everything...all the guts..

hide , brains and ate the whole thing...minus the Bullsh!t.LOL....but the garden likes it.and I do grow a garden.....as it feeds my

chickens .feeds my earthworms and geese.....and the chickens love worms....and chickens fed worms and cabbage and lettuce

and run over several acres produce some awesome eggs ....and a dozen eggs in a blender, add in a pint of cream and a few

spoons of honey ,tad of nutmeg .. makes some super egg nog and frozen , makes great IceCream......
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steveboyd - I began with 4000 mg/ day vit C as I had nothing else till horsething arrived. I found could not stop the ivermectin -

tried after the said one week - but I was worse so went back on it till I <nished 1 tube of horsewormer. Then again I found still

not enough so now I’m on the second tube of the same - taking half a cm/day <rst week - then 2. tube taking same amount but

only every 5. day. With zinc. Besides I took 1000 mg vit C   50 unit vit D3  300mg magnesium 2000 mg Gingko biloba  quercetin

500mg with zinc  vit B12 1000mg  vit K2 180 unit  aged garlic 1000mg - all of them daily. Eventually somebody advised taking

NAC as well.
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Joined On 7/1/2011 10:29:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a toe rag, shame on him
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blessthebeasts
Joined On 1/3/2016 10:10:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm kind of confused. Should Ivermectin be used at the <rst sign of sni{es, fatigue etc.? Would its effectiveness decrease if used

every time you feel "under the weather?"
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lawrence.augustgmail.com
Joined On 4/12/2020 12:11:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The study Dr. Campbell did his video on was ^awed and withdrawn... He actually took his video down from YouTube.  It's a long story,

but it looks the the study authors are now trying to DISCREDIT ivermectin supporters by saying that this study did NOT show

Ivermectin was effect. It smells like a set-up! Dr. Mobeen Syed explains it all here... PLEASE WATCH THIS, DR. MERCOLA!!!

www.youtube.com/watch
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminder... I don't do friending. mentioned it on my info page. Thanks for understanding.
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ghMnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about beering?
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lindasecundagmail.com
Joined On 3/17/2022 1:56:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can I purchase ivermectin to have on hand, should I need it?
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Iwantthetruth
Joined On 1/3/2017 2:56:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So does one need a prescription to get Ivermectin, or is it available without one?  Someone please advise.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Front line doctors will give anyone a prescription, even if you are well but tired of living in fear. BUT, are you blood type 0,

because half of the people on earth and in the USA are blood type 0+ or 0- and their blood produces the antibody naturally.
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lor63524
Joined On 4/22/2021 4:23:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So how does one get some ivermectin, this info only helps if you can get it?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go to the FLCCC website and read about how to get it.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire

mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning

noon and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and ^ush away,

washing your hands afterwards, until when you do my simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you ^ush - job done. Also

swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia, there too. My

simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the

viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure - that is, after you have been out shopping, or mixing

with people with potentially, Omicron or Delta viruses, or any other virus.

It washes behind the eyes, the brain bulb, brain stem (Long Covid), The Escutcheon Tubes to the inner ears and the top of the throat

which is at a point roughly level with half way up your ears and not where your mouth is and down the back of your throat, when sore. I

have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years and I am and others, never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you

should be either - when your only alternative are those vaccines!!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Show me the EVIDENCE that this covid monster even exists...not in my world! Humanity is about to be taken over/controlled/enslaved

and we're still discussing "ways to beat covid"! What about the cold and ^u? I already know about the widespread corruption and

con^icts of interest. It's old news! Please tell me the last time that any of these criminals were prosecuted.
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ghMnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never will. It is ‘status quo’ and ignorance. No matter where the freedom seekers ^ee to, the parasite’s follow. I am starting to

understand the ‘why’ in gated communities. I wonder if there is eviction capability in them. We have run out of escapes. Without

WWIII the 30,000 deployed in the SE will eventually just be green lighted for whatever reason, just like the EUA for the liquidation

agenda.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 8:44:05 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Finn. I see that I'm at the bottom again. It doesn't bother me; I know the truth. www.bitchute.com/.../6ACVGUYhACcV

 Start this PDF at page 30. You'd have trouble counting all the 'adverse effects'! But don't worry..."the bene<ts still outweigh the

risks"! phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 9:36:58 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on Randyfast... Its 5G and RF radiation gonna kill 90% the people walking today.......so learn how to guard your self and

loved ones from this Slaughter by the greatest Culling Weapon being built world wide...its on streelit poles and chimneys and

tall building and cell phone towers...its all over the place.and IT WILL KILL Billions within minutes..... they have created well

drilling using 5G at vast power ampli<cation....it vapourizes rock

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 2:47:46 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mrrobb; Thanks for the reply. The majority of the population is already dead. They just don't know it yet! We both know that the

5G agenda went into overdrive, during the "covid" lockdowns. Well...I guess the lockdowns weren't for everyone!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 3:14:57 PM
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Koch admitted on his death bed that he was wrong. He said "the germ is nothing. Terrain is everything". Viruses only exist as a set of

symptoms inside the body, caused by a pH imbalance. Eat what God gives us in Nature. It is the only way to super-charge the immune

system so that if you DO become sick the body easily overcomes it. Apr2020 I got the "^u". 3 days in bed, then I was <ne and I'm 67

years old.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 3:24:02 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hope you meant to write Louis Pasteur, instead of Robt Koch.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 10:40:25 AM
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gjh4116
Joined On 3/12/2021 4:06:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do I get Ivermetin

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 1:35:26 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ya buy it..  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3043740

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 2:06:54 PM
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Nclark1
Joined On 1/18/2018 1:16:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gjh4116, you can buy ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine through America's Frontline Doctors at www.a^ds.org.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 4:17:55 PM
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gnh4116 - Go to Front Line doctors website.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 8:33:41 AM
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